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Beaudry Interactive (aka b/i) is an award-winning experiential design studio based in Los Angeles. Our work spans 
themed entertainment, museum exhibitions, live shows, and branded experiences all with a singular mission: provide an 
environment that actively engages your audience and makes them part of the experience.  

Since 2006 b/i has led the industry in its creative use of technology. We design. We code. We build custom electronics. 
We curate technology across a wide range of disciplines, and when the tech doesn’t exist, we invent it. Our work 
includes both bespoke solutions and a vast library of interactive products that are flexibly designed to fit your brand 
and your story. Although zeros and ones make up our DNA, the focus of our work is on the experience itself, providing 
moments that are story-driven, immersive, and purposeful.  

Whether you need us to solve a specific problem or to take an idea from concept through installation, Beaudry 
Interactive is your ideal partner. 

site-specific 
interaction design 
studio for

Themed entertainment

Branded experiences 

Cultural centers & exhibits

Live performance

Research & development

RECENT CLIENTS

about b/i
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R&D. We curate technology across a wide range of disciplines. 
And when the tech doesn’t exist, WE INVENT IT. 

INTERACTION DESIGN: from real-time show control, sensing technology, 
to new ways to engage guests with your stories and embrace your brand.

SOFTWARE and HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT: physical computing, custom CMS 
and a robust software library geared towards creation of interactive experiences.

LIBRARY OF INTERACTIVE PRODUCTS flexibly designed to fit our  
clients’ brand and product needs.

Expertise in PLAYFUL LEARNING, creating purposeful experiences 
that inspire learning and growth through play.

Time-tested PRODUCING CAPABILITIES. We’ll be with you 
from creative design through installation, opening day, and beyond.

4500 sq. ft. facility for rapid PROTOTYPING and PLAYTESTING. 

We operate using a studio model, utilizing our CORE TEAM OF EXPERTS 
while partnering with freelance artists and subcontractors to bring unique 
styles and expertise to each of our projects.

b/i capabilities
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Beaudry Interactive has been on the forefront of interaction design for location-based experiences for over a decade 
and half. Back when interactivity meant little more than a hyperlink on a web page, we were building large-scale 
interactive installations and developing hardware and software tools that allowed us to immerse our audiences and 
make them part of the experience. Over the years we’ve designed, developed, and curated an extensive collection of 
tools that, simply put, get the job done. And as our library and knowledge in experience design has grown, so have the 
applications. We find ourselves equally adept working in themed entertainment, museum exhibitions, live shows, and 
branded experiences. Although the end results have varied considerably from project to project, our mission has 
remained the same: give people handles to reach in and make an experience their own. 

The following pages illustrate the breadth and depth of the type of work we do and serve as a launching point for what 
we can do to for you. While the experiences included in these pages may be bespoke for a specific client, they are built 
utilizing both proprietary and off-the-shelf technologies that have been time and field-tested. For our future clients, that 
means no R&D, minimal software and hardware development, minimized risks and efficient implementation. Each one of 
the experiences and products described herein can easily be re-skinned and re-themed to match your brand, your IP, 
and your audience.    

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us with any questions or ideas. We look forward to working with you. 

 
All the best, 
Beaudry Interactive 

p: +1.818.855.1206 | bi@binteractive.com | www.binteractive.com
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branded experiences
 and customizable interactives
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interactive play at sesame street land 
Installed at Sea World, Orlando, FL. |  For more project details, visit binteractive.com

 
In spring 2019, the Sesame Street neighborhood came to life for the first time ever at SeaWorld, Orlando with a dozen 
interactive moments for guests to touch and play along with their favorite Sesame Street friends as they explore the 
show’s iconic set. Interactives throughout the neighborhood offer different modes of engagement, from digital games 
and multimedia show moments, to set pieces that are activated by guests’ touch and presence.  

Designed for families and the series’ core three to five-year-old audience, each of the interactives features one or more 
early learning objectives, from executive function, motor skills, and early math to imaginative and creative play. In 
true Sesame Street fashion, all of this learning is cleverly disguised by the brand’s trademark humor, playfulness, and 
unforgettable cast of characters. Each interactive is designed to be compliant with current ADA standards, focusing on 
the needs of children in the core age range, such as height, reach range and assisted mobility, to encourage play with 
respect to all levels of ability.

As Producer and Designer, b/i’s scope included concept design, development, programming, fabrication, and 
installation for all twelve interactives. Our team also collaborated with SeaWorld to develop the Elmo Interactive  
Light-Up Bubble Wand, a unique retail opportunity that empowers kids to unlock even more hidden magic at  
designated interactive locations throughout the neighborhood. Following are 4 examples of Sesame Interactives. 

2020 COMMARTS SHORTLIST

PGA AWARD FINALIST

2019 IAAPA BRASS RING FINALIST

2020 IXDA AWARD WINNER 
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Tricycle Challenge invites guests to steer a digital tricyclist 
on-screen using their body movements as the game controller. 
Stepping left and right on the painted bicycle path, the 
tricyclist moves with the player in real time. Guests must 
gather all of the numbers that appear along the path, while 
avoiding obstacles that will stall their tricycle, all before the 
clock winds down. If guests collect all of the numbers before 
time’s up, they are rewarded with a celebratory animation. 

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Early Learners, All Ages

Single User

40 (1 player @ 90 sec)

Indoor, Outdoor, Can be a standalone kiosk or part of a larger scenic set piece

• Single or multi-player gameplay. Up to 4 systems can be networked 
 together to support up to 4 players at once. 
• Low maintenance: no physical contact between your guests 
 and gameplay station
• Playful learning for early learner audience 
• ADA accessible design for children ages 2-5 years old

• Digital themes and overlays to fit your location, brand and audience 
• Custom content and game duration to meet your desired experience  
 and/or learning objectives

• STEAM, Math   
• Gross Motor Skills   
• Cause & Effect

tricycle challenge
Installed as Bike Shop Tricycle Challenge at Interactive Play at Sesame Street Land, Sea World, Orlando, FL.
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This fast-paced matching game invites kids to play Chef and find 
the missing ingredients needed to complete each recipe. The game 
is housed in a replica food truck and features 24 unique ingredient 
buttons, from each of the major food groups. After completing two 
successful recipes, kids have the opportunity to design their very own 
pizza, using any of the ingredients as toppings. The game station is 
designed to accommodate both single players and multiple families  
for cooperative play.

APPROX. SIZE (FOOTPRINT REQ.) 

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC: 

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Interactive kiosk size: 3’ depth x 6’ width 

Early Learners, All Ages

Single or Multi-User

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Indoor, Outdoor, Can be a standalone kiosk 
or part of a larger scenic set piece

• Single or multi-player gameplay
• Cooperative gameplay
• Intuitive play
• Inclusive design
• Playful learning for early learner audience
• ADA accessible design for children ages 2-5 years old

• Physical and digital themes and overlays to fit your location,  
 brand and audience 
• Custom content to meet your desired experience
  and/or learning outcomes
• Language localization

• Matching  • Fine Motor Skills • Life Skills  • Problem Solving

food truck challenge
Installed as Cookie Monster’s Foodie Truck Challenge at Interactive Play at Sesame Street Land, Sea World, Orlando, FL.
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Create A Monster offers guests a chance to put on their creative hats 
and assemble their very own fun digital monster using an assortment 
of shapes, features, clothing and accessories. With over 100 million 
possible combinations, no two guests’ monsters will ever be quite  
the same. 

When guests are finished personalizing their monster, their creation 
launches off of the creation station and appears on a community 
artboard for guests to find. Throughout each day, this gallery grows  
with an ever-evolving collection of guests’ unique monsters.

Early Learners, All Ages

Multi-User

120 (3 players @ 90 sec)

Indoor, Outdoor, Can be a standalone kiosk  
or part of a larger scenic set piece

• Single or multi-player gameplay, flexible number of game stations
• ADA accessible design for children ages 2-5 years old

• Digital themes, characters, and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience 
• Custom content to meet your desired experience and/
 or learning objectives
• Language localization  

• Imagination 
• Creativity 
• Shapes 
• Social-Emotional Development
• Fine Motor Skills

create a monster
Interactive Play at Sesame Street Land, Sea World, Orlando, FL.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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The Laundromat game is a sorting challenge in which players pop 
bubbles to find out what’s washing inside. As bubbles clear, three 
category buttons appear, inviting guests to guess which one matches 
the item in their washer. A correct selection refills the washer with 
bubbles and it’s time to start all over again. With over 40 unique items 
to wash, this play-at-your-own-pace game allows guests to stay as 
long as they’d like. Laundry time has never been so much fun!

Early Learners, All Ages

Single or Multi-User

Free play

Indoor, Outdoor, Can be a standalone kiosk  
or part of a larger scenic set piece

• Single or multi-player gameplay, flexible number of game stations
• Playful learning for early learner audience
• ADA accessible design for children ages 2-5 years old

• Physical and digital themes, characters, and overlays 
 to fit your location, brand and audience  
• Custom content to meet your desired experience 
 and/or learning objectives
• Imagination   

• Matching   
• Categorization 
• Fine Motor Skills
• Life Skills 
• Problem Solving 

laundromat 
Interactive Play at Sesame Street Land, Sea World, Orlando, FL.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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The interactive light-up bubble wand is a unique retail up-sell 
opportunity that takes a beloved product and adds a bit of magic to 
empower guests to unlock special content at designated touch points. 
The handheld device is tapped to a recognizable symbol or plaque, 
triggering new gameplay modes and exciting changes to the physical 
and acoustic environment. The technology used for the interactive light-
up bubble wand can be extended to any handheld device, physical prop, 
or wearable, suited to fit the needs of your experience and location.

interactive light-up bubble wands 
Interactive Play at Sesame Street Land, Sea World, Orlando, FL.

RECOMMENDED USE: 

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Single or Multi-User

• Add special content overlays to new or existing attractions
• Empower guests to control show moments and activate  
 an environment

Flexible design: We can activate a wide range of physical objects, 
props, handhelds or wearables

• Cause & Effect
• Cooperative play
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infinity falls
Sea World, Orlando, FL.

Spread around Infinity Falls, SeaWorld’s water thrill attraction, are three highly interactive games designed to entertain, educate, and motivate action. 
The games were funded by the Coca-Cola Company, and are in partnership with the Everglades Foundation. These engaging and entertaining waypoints 
serve as a means for guests to understand first-hand how their physical actions can translate into practical results for the environment through 
immersive and fun gameplay. 
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In this physically interactive game, guests are challenged to “steer” 
a continuously flowing stream of water to places that need it while 
avoiding places that could contaminate it. The mechanism for steering 
is the gameplay monitor itself! Positioned horizontally on a pedestal, 
guests tilt the monitor up, down, & side-to-side to direct the flow 
of digital water. This is a three-player head-to-head game, with four 
levels of gameplay over different terrains and ecosystems. For 90 
seconds guests must avoid obstacles and get clean water to where it
needs to go to earn points. Cleaner the water, the bigger the payoff!

Ages 5+

Single User per Station 

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Indoor, Outdoor

• Single or multi-player gameplay. Up to 3 systems can be   
 networked together to support up to 3 players at once.
• Playful learning with actionable lessons

• Digital themes and overlays to fit your location,  
 brand and audience 
• Custom content and game duration to meet your desired   
 experience and/or learning objectives
• Feature your logo or exhibit sponsor’s logo
• Language Localization

• STEAM, Environmental Science & Stewardship
• Waste Management
• Waterway Restoration

river rush
Installed as Rush the River at Infinity Falls, Sea World, Orlando, FL

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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Guests immerse themselves through journeys of real world ecosystems 
by placing their heads in stylized alligator totems. Once inside the 
totem guests can go on guided 360° adventures of ecosystems. First 
stop: a fan boat ride of the Florida Everglades. For 90 seconds guest
steer their giant alligator heads, changing their point of view on a 
live-action 360° video. Gameplay is a photo safari where guests spot 
and catalog the various animals native to the Everglades. An intuitive 
heads-up-display guides guests to species of interest and tallies 
points earned for successful play.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION 
OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Ages 5+

Single User per Station 

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Outdoor, Indoor 

• 360 Immersive media 
• Playful learning

• The physical design, as well as the media content, application 
 and game overlay can be customized to suite your brand,
 space and audience.
• Language localization

• Ecology 
• Habitat
• STEAM

everglades explorer 360
Installed as Reserve Ranger at Infinity Falls, Sea World, Orlando, FL
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crayola adventure lab
Installed at Crayola Experience, Easton, PA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX

 
The Crayola Adventure Lab is an adventure into a mixed-up reality. Guests enter the R&D Lab where Crayola’s latest 
magical inventions are dreamed up and made a reality. Guests must use their creativity in problem solving and gameplay 
to master a variety of creative challenges.

Guests are sent on 3 of 15 challenges per turn, and are empowered to do their work with the help of a special tablet. 
The tablet is their bridge between the physical lab itself and the virtual world the Tips inhabit and will help the guests 
cross the divide between these two worlds. Proximity sensors in the tablet and embedded throughout the lab help guide 
the guests to their challenges. Need to clean up a glowing liquid mess? Don’t touch! Instead use the digital sponge on 
your tablet to mop up the mess and watch it disappear in the lab bench, then pour the collected fluid using your tablet 
and see it fill up the physical containment vat on the bench. Use a custom microfiche tray to search for tip characters 
hidden in digital “historic moments” photographs. Restore a painting after an unfortunate sneeze by one of the Tips. 
Resupply the crayon factory by tossing digital chunks of wax passing on a conveyor belt on your tablet into the correct 
vats and watch the physical vats on the bench fill with every successful toss. And so much more! 
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Help direct the flowing wax into the right buckets! Use various on-
screen tools to re-route the flow of wax to the correct buckets before 
the clock runs out. Be careful not to cross the streams!

Ages 5+

Single or Multi-User 

Indoor

40 (1 player @ 90 sec)

• Digital themes and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience 
• Multi-level play and game durations to meet your desired   
 experience and/or learning objectives

• Problem Solving
• Color matching
• Creativity

waxy buckets
Crayola Experience, Easton, PA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

THRC:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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AGES:

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC: 

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Remember playing lava when you were a kid trying to get across your 
living room without touching the floor? Meet Crayola’s twist on the 
game. Get across the projected river without touching the flowing 
wax. It’s a memory game where stepping stones are revealed when the 
right path is found. Can you reveal the entire path and freeze the flow 
before the clock runs out?

Ages 5+

Single User 

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Dry indoor space

• Interactive floor projection  
• Touchless interaction 
• Low maintenance

• Digital themes and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience
• Custom content and game durations to meet your desired  
 experience and/or learning objectives

• Creativity
• Problem Solving

river of wax
Crayola Experience, Easton, PA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX.
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A museum patron’s out-of-control sneeze splatters green goo all over 
a beautiful one-of-a-kind painting. It’s not the first time, so tools are 
close-by to help you restore the painting. Can you fix the painting 
before it’s too late? Select a color and tool and touch the portion 
of the painting that needs to be restored.

Ages 5+

Single User per Station 

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Indoor

• Digital themes and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience
• Custom content to meet your desired experience  
 and/or learning objectives;

• Creativity
• Problem Solving
• Color Matching

paint restoration
Crayola Experience, Easton, PA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC:

RECOMMENDED USE:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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A game of seek-and-find housed in a classic microfiche machine. 
Guests must pan and zoom into historical photos to locate where 
prankster photo-bombers have inserted themselves.

Ages 5+

Single User per Station

40 (1 player @ 90 sec) 

Indoor

• Physical and digital themes and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience
• Custom content to meet your desired experience  
 and/or learning objectives;

• Pattern recognition 
• Executive Function 

find gus!
Crayola Experience, Easton, PA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX.

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

THRC:

RECOMMENDED USE:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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high tech scavenger hunt 
Installed as Inspector Training Course at Discovery Cube, Los Angeles

Set in a beautiful 2,200 sq. ft. open layout California Bungalow, the award winning ITC experience is a 
technologically groundbreaking scavenger hunt that teaches kids about conservation and sustainability through 
gamified role playing. Visitors are outfitted with their own wayfinders and go on immersive quests to master 
the skills of a home inspector. The wayfinder is part teacher, part scorekeeper, and part guide. It provides bits 
of information as needed, directs the kids to challenges and asks questions based on what they’ve learned and 
observed. Along the way, visitors meet animated characters embedded into set pieces that give important facts 
to help on their quest. Guests also engage with physical challenges ranging from power consumption of different 
types of bulbs to the effectiveness of low-flow shower heads. The ultimate goal for the kids: to earn badges and 
become “Super Inspectors”. Average game time is 15 minutes, with many kids playing multiple quests at a time.

2016 THEA AWARD WINNER

2016 AAM AWARD WINNER
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Flexible footprint based on needs of the project and subject material

Ages 7+, includes one inspector badge designed for younger kids (5+)  
working together with parents

Multi-User

Indoor

• High-tech scavenger hunt that’s easily re-themed for a variety subject material, 
 such as dinosaur quests or outdoor explorations of local habitats
• Invisible location tracking system with sub-meter accuracy gives the ability to 
 trigger in-the-moment content and gameplay and provide seamless integration 
 between the physical and digital elements of the experience
• Gaming and performance analytics with important information on game 
 participation, levels of guest engagement, and effectiveness of the teaching
• Content for each challenge is easily updatable by venue staff to stay relevant 
 to current issues
• Space & layout agnostic! The experience can accommodate a variety of 
 physical layouts, whether existing or purpose-built for the experience

• Physical and digital themes, characters, and overlays to fit your location, 
 brand and audience 
• Custom content & branding to meet your desired experience and/
 or learning objectives, venue, and sponsors
• Custom wayfinding/instruction device to match the subject matter of the experience
• Language localization

• Problem Solving
• Sustainability in the home  
• Scientific Thinking, STEAM

high tech scavenger hunt
Inspector Training Course, Discovery Cube, Los Angeles

APPROX. SIZE (FOOTPRINT REQ.) 

AGES: 

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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b/ i  products
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WonderfallsTM invites guests to use their bodies to play with 
colorful virtual streams falling from above. Seeing themselves 
in the projected scene, guests can redirect the flows in 
real-time with their body movements, creating dynamic 
obstacles for the fluid to surround. By simply moving past 
the attraction, guests learn the interaction, no instructions 
or direction necessary! The only limit to guest participation 
is how many people can fit within the play zone, creating an 
engaging and visually-striking multi-guest experience
as the color mixes and cascades around the group.

wonderfalls™
Flexible play zone footprint 

All Ages 

Single or Multi-User

Indoor

• Immersive multi-player interactive experience
• Intuitive play: no instructions required to get started
• Low impact to your facility: all that’s required is a projection surface and a play zone
• Low maintenance: no physical contact between your guests

• Physical and digital themes and gameplay to fit your location, audience and brand
• Fluid Properties: color, viscosity, transparency
• Source Positioning: e.g. waterfall, fountains, rain
• Flexible play zone footprint. Experience can take up entire wall (or walls), 
 or smaller more intimate engagements based on client needs
• Optional immersive soundscape based on gameplay needs
• Gamify the Wonderfalls experience: optional gameplay overlays available

APPROX. SIZE (FOOTPRINT REQ.)

AGES:  

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:
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Ages 5+

Single or  Multi-User

Indoor

• Multi-touch, multi-player interactive game
• Intuitive interface, easy to start, hard to master
• Encourages friendly competition, interaction and replay
• Functions as a fun standalone experience or easily integrated  
 into your facility’s redemption system
• Back end infrastructure provides gaming analytics

• Length of play can be adjusted to fit your audience and throughput
• Add any number of additional players. Challenge your whole family to the Showdown!
• Your logo featured on all screens.
• Additional integrations let guests engage with your visual identity and brand values
• Choose from a set of our original characters or custom characters can be created
• Custom background, targets, and projectiles to match your brand or audience
• Cabinet design, vinyl wraps and other physical customization
• Language localization

Munster Munch™ is a frenetic game of skill and 
playful competition in which players race to feed 
three famished fiends by slinging snacks before the 
clock runs out. The game features original characters 
as well as customization and branding opportunities.

munster munch™ 
AGES:  

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

:
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light spritestm

Light Sprites™ is a sophisticated lighting system that can transform any space, indoor or out, into a uniquely immersive environment. Light Sprites™ has the ability to 
emulate fireflies, fireworks, the night sky, a flurry of magic fairy dust, imaginative wayfinding, and just about anything your imagination can conjure up. It is a hands-free 
interactive family entertainment feature that will compliment any existing space, offering your guests in the moment interactions. 

The characteristic that makes Light Sprites™ truly stand out is that it is an interactive system. It can respond to a wide range of input and is easily integrated with 
environmental sensors, as well as activated props and set pieces. Another differentiator for Light Sprites™ is that each Sprite can be individually programmed and 
controlled, creating a system that is capable of highly dynamic behaviors and generative animations that respond to guests in real-time.  

The following are just few examples of how Light Sprites™ can dynamically activate your experience and your environment:

       fireflies  
From curious fireflies who come to greet you 
to a flourish of pixie dust, Light Sprites™ are full 
of personality.  

Whether in a zoo, a park, or any outdoor space, Light 
Sprites™ can be programmed to simulate any kind of 
behavior you can imagine, from organic to magical, 
helping to tell your story and bring an environment to life.   

In this example, Light Sprites are programmed to simulate 
fireflies’ natural behaviors such as flocking, random 
synchronization, and other, more subtle, characteristics. 
Their movement is organic and they respond to guests’ 
proximity and motion within an environment. If you get close 
and stand still, fireflies will appear around you and flash…
a lot (they are curious about you!). But if you move too 
quickly, or make a sudden movement while observing, 
they scatter and hide. Light Sprites™ can be tied to any 
environmental or guest input, creating spaces that are 
uniquely responsive. 
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       fireworks 
Imagine converting any space into a brilliant fireworks display. 

Light Sprites™ can be placed into any arrangement to create one-of-a-kind 
experiences. In this example, guests can launch fireworks into the sky using 
gesture, a physical prop or by simply entering space—the possibilities are endless. 
With the magic of the Light Sprites™ system, no two explosions are ever quite the 
same, generating random variations in color, intensity, time of decay, and number 
of LEDs used in each instance. Add Light Sprites to enhance a lobby or create a 
dynamic communal space. The possibilities are endless.

    constellations  
The magic of Light Sprites™ brings a ceiling, a wall,  
or any other blank canvas to life.

A simple ceiling can become a starry night sky with the help of Light Sprites™. 
By placing sprite sources into a star field arrangement and programming the 
characteristic twinkle and color of stars and planets, any indoor or outdoor 

space transforms into a galaxy for guests to discover. This environment 
becomes interactive by providing designated floor graphics or touchpoints 
that guests can activate to reveal new patterns, such as constellations, which 
become brighter, more visible, and scintillating as a direct result of guests’ input. 

       bioluminescence   
Transform an ordinary hallway into  
an extraordinary undersea adventure

Light Sprites™ can be customized to only react and light up when visitor 
input is detected, bringing an environment to life when guests are present. 
With flexibility in the sprites placement, every guest interaction results in 
a different reaction, due to variations in pattern, path, and decay time in the 
Sprite’s activation. In comparison to the firefly example, this effect is more 
path-like than point source, creating a sense of diffuse movement as guests 
move through a space that is truly unique to the Light Sprites™ system. 
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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS: APPROVALS / RATINGS:POWER:

Light Sprites™ system consists of one Controller, one Base 
Station, up to 64 Links and up to 1024 LEDs. Number of Links and 
LEDs depend on the required flexibility in placement of LEDs.  

Standard Fixture is a 5mm RGB LED in custom size and casing.

Controller: 6.5” x 7.5” x 1.7”
Base Station: 8.75” x 10” x 1.75”
Link: 2.25” x 4.25” x 1.625”

Distance from Base Station to first Link can be up to 100’,  
distance between links can be up to 12’.

Unlike current LED fixtures that have light sources in pre-defined strips, strands or sheets, Light Sprites™ can be placed anywhere within an environment, providing 
flexibility in design that allows you to create fully immersive and dynamic environments in any indoor or outdoor location. The Light Sprites™ system is scalable and 
can control a large number of individual LEDs with minimal requirements to your show or architectural lighting system. Whether in a zoo, an urban park, or even 
a lobby, any space becomes the perfect stage for Light Sprites™ to shine and interact with your guests. 

Outdoor, Indoor

RECOMMENDED USE: CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

• Outdoor rated (UV, dust, and water).
• Huge flexibility in placement of LEDs compared to typical LED strips, strings, or panels.
• Using the Light Sprite™ Controller as an intermediary, the 1024 LEDs can be controlled by as 
 few as 2 DMX channels utilizing our Light Sprite™ control software. A typical setup to control 
 1024 RGB LEDs would traditionally require 6 DMX universes.
• Addressable fixtures can be virtually created from user specified groups of Light Sprite™ 
 clusters and controlled independently in a lighting control system.
• Can run on its own with preprogrammed behaviors or can be tied into AV & show control systems.
• Can be combined with environmental sensors, activated props, and tracking systems 
 to create unique interactive behaviors and experiences.
• Visual software UI for users to create, record, and easily recall custom behaviors.
• PATENT PENDING

KEY FEATURES:

• Scalable ecosystem 

• Customizable behaviors and generative animations 

 to meet your desired experience 

• Easily integrated with a wide variety of sensing 

 technologies, tracking systems,environmental sensors, 

 identification systems, and more

• Physical form of sprites customizable 

 to your desired theme and experience

Power via standard AC power connector: 
Input 90VAC to 264 VAC.

 Up to 500W per Base Station.

Voltage output to Links: Input /  
Output 48V DC.

Voltage output to LEDs: Output 5V DC

IP65 (Link cases)
IP67 (LEDs)
(to be verified, testing pending)

BASE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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Touch Tiles are sensors that respond to hands or feet, activating any 
floor or wall surface by triggering environmental responses. The surfaces 
themselves can be both reactive—waiting and responding to guest-
initiated presses—and proactive—encouraging directed presses with 
desired audio and visual outcomes. Tie them into your existing show 
control system for a musical installation, special environmental audio or 
visual triggers, or gamification of an indoor or outdoor space. However 
you want to use them, we have you covered. Available in multiple shapes/
sizes, waterproof, and daylight readable.

touch tiles
Indoor, Outdoor

• Easily integrated to show control systems
• Customizable behaviors
• Water, UV, and slip resistant 
• Daylight visible

• Custom image masking of light
• Full color control
• Customizable behaviors
• Variety of shape and size options

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:
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Target TagTM puts magic into guests’ and performers’ hands, using a 
modular system of targets and handheld devices. Whether giving 
performers direct control over show moments or functioning as a 
standalone competitive game or cooperative puzzle, Target Tag 
immerses participants within a dynamic physical environment. 
The system functions with any number of targets and handheld 
devices, tailored to fit your experience and facility.

Flexible play zone footprint 

Ages 5+

Indoor

• Multi or single player gameplay  
• Flexible target placement
• Wireless, rechargeable handheld tagging devices
• Competitive or cooperative gameplay

• Competitive and Cooperative gameplay options available
• Targets can be multi-media (video, audio, lights, mechanical, etc.)
• Custom handheld devices (wands, flashlights, gloves, etc.)  
 and gesture activations
• Wireless, rechargeable targets available
• Custom targets can be embedded into set pieces

target tag
APPROX. SIZE (FOOTPRINT REQ.)

AGES:  

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:
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Planet Protector transforms a task that we’re all too familiar 
with-- tossing away rubbish, into a fun and meaningful 
sorting challenge. As items float along the ocean current on 
the gameplay screens, players must determine which bin the 
rubbish belongs in before it floats away. Points are gained 
for every item that is tossed into the correct bin and every 
item removed from the beach. Planet Protector is a timed 
challenge and players have 90 seconds to clean up the shore 
as quickly as possible, to earn the title, Planet Protector. 

Planet Protector not only familiarizes players with how to 
correctly sort waste into correct bins but provides meaningful 
lessons about thoughtful waste disposal decision-making 
that can be put into action at home and in our communities. 

planet protector
Ages 5+

Single or Multi-User

Outdoor, Indoor

• Playful learning with actionable lessons
• Multi-touch, multi-player interactive game
• Intuitive interface, easy to start, hard to master
• Encourages friendly competition, interaction and replay
• Back end infrastructure provides gaming analytics

• Length of play can be adjusted to fit your audience and throughput
• Add any number of additional players
• Custom content, background, targets, and projectiles to match your desired  
 experience and/or learning objectives
• Cabinet design, vinyl wraps and other physical customization
• Feature your logo or exhibit sponsor logo
• Language localization

• Recycling and Waste Management
• Conservation & Sustainability
• Categorization

AGES:  

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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This multi-user educational interactive experience is designed to
teach about adaptations of a fish to their aquatic environments
and lifestyles. Guest will learn that changing environmental
conditions, such as temperature, pressure, or oxygen, will make
fish uncomfortable and diminish their chance of survival. This
exhibit is ideally suited for science centers, museums, zoos,
aquariums, visitor centers and other public spaces.

LOCATION: Installed as Fishes, Discovery Cube, Orange County

Ages 5+

Indoor

• Multi-touch, multi-user educational exhibit  
• Reading not essential for play 
• Realistic 3D fish animations and aquatic environments
• Duration: free play 

• Custom content, media, and messaging to meet your desired 
 experience and/or learning objectives
• Feature your logo or exhibit sponsor’s logo 
• Language localization

• Early Biology: classification, aquatic habitats, adaptations
• Socio-emotional skills through co-play
• Cause and Effect
• Cooperative Play

fish school
AGES:  

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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FORMATION STATION is a tactile STEM game that teaches the 
foundations of chemistry through touch and play. The game is 
perfectly suited for science centers, museums, visitor centers 
and schools.

Through a series of gamified challenges, this exhibit combines 
the power of hands-on learning and engaging digital content 
to take learning environments to the next level. Focused on 
making connections, players use custom-made “tinker toys,” 
representing simple atoms and bonds, to build a series of 
molecules. Each challenge builds upon the last, with players 
learning how the molecules they’ve created combine to form air 
pollution and other gasses around us. Using tactile interaction 
and digestible facts, Formation Station makes chemistry 
tangible and fun for children and adults.

LOCATION: Installed as Atoms & Molecules, 
Discovery Cube, Orange County

Ages 8+

Indoor

• Designed to be played by 1-2 players or a family
• Duration: 2-8 minutes

• Language Localization 
• Custom cabinet built-to-order  
• Custom graphic wrap and messaging for cabinet panels 
• Your theming and branding

• Early Chemistry Principles
• Knowledge and understanding of chemical reactions 
• Applied chemistry: air pollution   
• Chemistry factoids
• Fine motor skills    
• Counting  

formation station
AGES:  

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
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AGES:  

ACTIVE USERS:

RECOMMENDED USE:

KEY FEATURES:

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS:

CURRICULUM/
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Picnic Puzzle is a puzzle-based challenge game aimed to teach 
early learners about food groups, portions, and how healthy 
eating affects our bodies. To make these complex subjects 
accessible for young children, teaching is done through tactile 
gameplay, with the help of engaging digital characters. Kids 
use custom-fabricated puzzle pieces of different shapes and 
colors to build a healthy meal on their plate. Each puzzle piece 
represents a diet staple from different major food groups, and 
when a balanced meal has been assembled on the plate, kids 
are rewarded with a fun animation and factoids about good 
eating habits.

LOCATION: Installed as Picnic: Eat Well 
at Discovery Cube, Orange County

Early Learners

Single or Multi-User 

Indoor

• Playful learning game with actionable lessons
• Easily cleaned surfaces and materials 

• Flexible number of game stations
• Physical and digital themes, characters, and overlays to 
 fit your location, brand and audience 
• Custom content to meet your desired experience and/or learning objectives
• Feature your logo or exhibit sponsor’s logo 
• Language localization

• Fine Motor Skills
• Life Skills: Nutrition, Food Groups, Healthy Eating
• Color-Matching
• Shape Recognition

picnic puzzle
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In your last visit to a galaxy far, far away, did you notice that masked characters now talk to the guests? Whether it’s Storm troopers asking for identification,  
or Darth Vader demanding loyalty to the Empire, Beaudry Interactive is the brains behind the origins of this gesture-based show-control system. 

Performer-driven, real-time show control has been at the core of b/i’s R&D efforts since its beginnings. Over the years this ecosystem of real-time performer 
control has grown and evolved. From sensored gloves, wrist bands, and other costume pieces, to hand held props (so many wands!), to embedded sensors in sets 
and show pieces, Beaudry Interactive has been on the forefront of both curating and inventing cutting-edge wearable sensing technology for live performance.  

Props, sets, and costumes are only half the story. Working tirelessly in the background are tiny on-board gesture control systems and larger sophisticated show 
control system to bring all the interactive elements together into a cohesive show and story.  

Regardless of how we put the system together for you, the goal is the same: putting some of the magic, literally, in hands of performers and guests. 

the real-time show control ecosystem
Active Users: Performer-activation
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highlights: 

• Gesture glove and gesture wristband, utilizing minimal sensors to translate performer and guest 
 movement to determine 50+ gestures and movements within milliseconds to be translated into show 
 cues and story moments. 

• Expertise in utilizing sophisticated motion sensors to derive movement and motion 

• Waterproof, washable, sewable fabric-based sensors designed for reading joint movement 
 (e.g. fingers, wrist, elbows, knees, etc.). 

• Tiny custom-designed & built micro-controllers for on-board sensing and 2-way wireless communication. 

• Using third party line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight positional trackers, trigger in-the-moment effects 
 and story beats based within 6” from desired locations.  

• Two-way and on-board communication allows for control of embedded LEDs, haptic motors, and sound 
 for immediately sensory feedback. 

• Ideal system for triggering pre-recorded verbal replies for masked characters where it’s difficult for  
 performers to speak to guests, or can’t due to IP and brand requirements. 

• Performers can trigger effects mere inches from their audience. No proscenium needed! 

• Guests can wield the magic and truly believe they have the power.  

Diva is our proprietary library of middleware tools that helps us tie guest and performer actions 
to design and story. Starting in the late 1990’s, Diva was developed to be utilized throughout the 
design and production process, from rapid prototyping, developing and exploring new ideas in 
the rehearsal and development phase, and continuing through the final production—triggering 
and manipulating content in real-time following opening day. Diva is hardware agnostic, allowing 
us to simply focus on the best tools and methods for solving a given problem. Diva is the perfect 
bridge between your embedded sensors and a larger show control system. 
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818.855.1206 
www.binteractive.com

@
p +1.818.855.1206  | www.binteractive.com | bi@binteractive.com

For more details, visit binteractive.com


